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This paper presents a description of a general outline for a minimal 
time solution to the Firing Squad Synchronization Problem, and a 
solution of this form which is composed of machines with only eight 
states. The paper then discusses the verification of this minimal time 
solution by computer simulation, and gives the schema for the mathe- 
matical induction proof that the solution works for any length (the 
full proof is given in (Balzer, 1966)). 
The final part of the paper discusses some efforts to determine 
the minimal number of states needed for a minimal time solution. 
No four state minimal time solution exists. A reasonable set of con- 
ditions are presented for which no five state minimal time solution 
exists. Also, various eight state minimal time solutions exists. 
THE FIRING SQUAD SYNCHRONIZATION PROBLEM 
The problem with which the paper is concerned was first publicly 
presented by Dr. E. F. Moore in 1962 (Moore, 1964), from which we 
quote : 
“The problem known as the Firing Squad Synchronization Problem 
was devised about the year 1957 by John Myhill, but so far as I kno-x 
the statement of the problem has not yet appeared in print, It has been 
widely circulated by word of mouth, and has attracted sufEcientj interest 
that it ought to be available in print. The problem first arose in connec- 
* This work was supported by a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellov- 
ship and in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Offme of the 
Secretary of Defense (contract SD-146). 
t A preliminary version of this paper (without the discussion of the proof) 
was circulated on November 8, 1965. It is based on a Ph.D. thesis submitted to 
Carnegie Institute of Technology. 
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tion with causing all parts of a self-producing machine to be turned on 
simultaneously. The  problem was first solved by John McCar thy  and 
Marv in  Minsky, and now that it is known to have a solution, even 
persons with no background in logical design or computer programming 
can usually find a solution in a time of two to four hours. The  problem 
has an unusual elegance in that it is directly analogous to problems of 
logical design, systems design, or programming, but it does not depend 
on the properties of any particular set of logical elements or the instruc- 
tions of any particular computer. I would urge those who know a solu- 
tion to this problem to avoid divulging it to those who are figuring it 
out for themselves, since this will spoil the fun of this intrigaling problem. 
"Consider a finite (but arbitrarily long) one dimensional array of 
finite-state machines, all of which are alike except the ones at each end. 
The  machines are called soldiers, and one of the end machines is called 
a general. The  machines are synchronous, and the state of each machine 
at time t + 1 depends on the states of itself and of its two neighbors at 
time t. The  problem is to specify the states and transitions of the soldiers 
in such a way  that the general can cause them to go into one particular 
terminal state (i.e., they fire their guns) all at exactly the same time. At  
the beginning (i.e., t = 0) all the soldiers are assmned to be in a single 
state, the quiescent state. When the general undergoes the transition 
into the state labeled "fire when ready", he does not take any initiative 
afterwards, and the rest is up to tile soldiers. The  signal can propagate 
down the line no faster than one soldier per unit of time, and their 
problem is how to get all coordinated and in rhythm. The  tricky part of 
the problem is that the same kind of soldier with a fixed number,  k, of 
states, is required to be able to do this, regardless of the length, n, of 
the firing squad. In particular, the soldier with k states should work  cor- 
rectly, even when n is much larger than k. Rough ly  speaking, none of 
the soldiers is permitted to count as high as n. 
"Two of the soldiers, the general and the soldier farthest from the 
general, are allowed to be slightly different from the other soldiers in 
being able to act without having soldiers on both sides of them, but 
their structure must also be independent of n. 
"A convenient way of indicating a solution of this problem is to use a 
piece of graph paper, with the horizontal coordinate representing the 
spatial position, and the vertical coordinate representing time. Within 
the (i, j) square of the graph paper a symbol may be written, indicating 
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the state of the ith soldier at time j. Visual examination of the pattern 
of propagation of these symbols can indicate what kinds of signaling 
must take place between the soldiers. 
"Any solution to the Firing Squad Synchronization Problem can 
easily be shown to require that the time from the general's order until 
the guns go off must be at least 2n - 2, where n is the number of soldiers. 
Most persons olve this problem in a way which requires between 3n and 
8n units of time, although occasionally other solutions are found. Some 
such other solutions require 5/2n  and of the order of n-squared units of 
time. For instance, until recently, it was not known what the smallest 
possible time for a solution was. However, this was solved at M.I.T. by 
Professor E. Gore 1 of the University of Tokyo. The solution obtained 
by Gore used a very ingenious construction, with each soldier having 
many thousands of states, and the solution required exactly 2n - 2 
units of time. In view of the difficulty of obtaining this solution, u much 
more interesting problem for beginners i to try to obtain some solution 
between 3n and 8n units of time, which as remarked above, is relatively 
easy to do." 
Goto's solution has apparently not been published. However, inde- 
pendently of the present effort, Abraham Waksman (1966) has found a 
16-state minimal time solution using essentially the same ideas as pre- 
sented in the next section. Fischer (1965) has also used these same ideas 
in discussing other properties of one-dimensional iterative arrays of 
finite-state machines. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MINIMAL TIME SOLUTION 
The Firing Squad Synchronization Problem can be solved by succes- 
sively subdividing the line into halves, quarters, eights, etc. until all 
members of the line are division points. At this time they all can fire 
simultaneously. By always dividing the line into two equal parts, and 
then subdividing each of those parts into two equal parts, and so on, 
the synchronization f the firing can be assured. 
To divide the line into two equal parts, the general simultaneously 
sends out two signals, S1 and $2. For the sake of definiteness, we will 
assume the general is the rightmost man in the line. S1 and $2, then, 
I Eiiehi Goto, "A Minimal Time Solution of the Firing Squad Problem," 
Dittoed course notes for Applied Mathematics 298, Harvard University (May 
1962), pp. 52-59, with an illustration in color. Also a different version of Gore's 
solution is to be published, without he colored illustration. 
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both travel to the left, $1 at a speed of one machine per time unit, and 
$2 at a speed of one machine very three time units. When $1 reaches 
the far end of the line, the end machine sends back a signal, $3, which 
travels at a speed of one machine per time unit to the right. Signals $2 
and $3 will meet at the center of the line, for, if P is the length of the 
line, then $1 and $3 combined have traveled a distance of 3P/2 while 
$2 has traveled a distance of P/2, a ratio of three to one, which is the 
same as the ratio of their respective speeds. Since $2 moves to the left 
only once every three units, the machine containing this signal must 
count to three (i.e., $2-1, $2-2, $2-3). By the state of the machine con- 
raining $2 and $3 encountered, it can be determined whether the line 
is of even or odd length, and hence, whether both machines hould be- 
come middle men or just the one containing $2. These middle men (or 
man) then act like the original general, sending out both $1 and $2 
signals to the left and also to the right. This process is repeated over 
and over until all the men in the line are middle men, at which time 
firing occurs. 
Notice that the above process insures the synchronization f the line 
and also permits the determination of the firing condition on a local 
basis, that is, a machine fires if it is a middle man and the machines on 
either side of it are also middle men. The outside machines fire if they 
are middle men and the machine next to it is also a middle man. 
The process described above will lead to a three N solution (where N 
is the length of the line). The first middle point is found in 3N/2, the 
quarter points are found in 3(N/2)/2 additional units of time, and so on. 
This summation leads to a 3N solution. 
The method described above can be modified to yield a 2N solution. 
Assuming again that the general is the rightmost machine, we change 
the above process as follows: When $1 reaches the left end of the line, 
the leftmost machine acts as if it were also a general. That is, it sends 
out two signals to the right, one signal, $3, has been discussed above, 
the second signal, $4, is like $2, except hat it travels to the right in- 
stead of the left. The middle of the line is still found when $3 and $2 
meet. Now when the middle man (or men) created sends out signals S1 
and $2 to the left, as described above, S1 will meet $4 at the quarter 
point of the original ine. As above, from the state of the machine con- 
taining the slower moving signal, it can be determined whether the length 
of the left half of the original line is even or odd, and hence, whether 
there should be two or one middle man. Notice that the mechanism 
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used to find this quarter point is the same as that used in the 3N solu- 
tion. However, the process was started earlier, when the end of the line 
was reached, and originated at the opposite nd of the left half of the 
line. This process can be continued to find the right quarter point of the 
left half of the line. The length of time necessary to find the quarter 
point after the middle point has been found is just the distance between 
these points, At/4. The length of time necessary to find the eighth point 
after the quarter point has been found is N/8, and so on. If this rate of 
finding successive middle points could be maintained, then the total 
time for a solution would be 3N/2 + Nf4 + N/8 -t- N/16 -t- . . .  which 
equals 2N. However, since the general is counted as one member of the 
line the remaining line is of length N -- 1. Hence this solution will take 
2(N - 1). Therefore, if the above rate of finding successive middle 
points could be maintained, a minimal time solution would be attained. 
The above process does not produce a solution because, in any in- 
terval, it will only find one of the two quarter points in the required 
length of time. Again assuming the general is the rightmost man in the 
line, the above will only find the left quarter point, but not the right. 
Thus the line will not be synchronized and a solution will not be found. 
This can be rectified by having the general also send out a signal, $5, 
along with S1, and $2, which travels to the left at a rate of one machine 
every 7 units of time. This signal and $3 sent from the middle of the 
line will meet at the quarter point. Each middle man now sends out three 
signals enabling every interval to be divided into quarters in synchroni- 
zation. However, the rightmost eighth point cannot be found as fast 
as the other eighth points (this is the same problem as above with the 
rightmost quarter point). As above, we can find this point by having 
the general also send out another signal traveling at a rate of one ma- 
chine every 15 units of time. In a similar way, the rightmost 1/(2 1" K)th 
point in an interval can be found by having the general send out a signal 
traveling at a rate of one machine very 2 1" (K ~- 1) - 1 units of time. 
Sending out enough of these signals would produce a minimal time 
solution for any given length of the firing squad. However, the number 
of signals required is dependent on the length of the line. Since the 
number of states required for a machine is dependent on the number of 
signals that machine must handle, the number of states required is de- 
pendent on the length of the line, and hence, the above does not con- 
stitute a solution to the Firing Squad Synchronization Problem. 
The above process fails because it cannot find the rightmost (or left- 
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most if the general starts on the left) 1/(2 ~" K)th points in an interval, 
with a given number of states for all lengths. If one could have a marker 
which reached the right quarter point and then stopped there, and a 
marker which reached the right eighth point and then stopped there, 
and so on, the problem would be resolved. As the right traveling signal 
encountered these markers it would create middle men, and then the 
process would begin to subdivide the next interval in the same manner. 
The total distance traveled by each of these markers would be half the 
distance traveled by the marker to its left. 
Consider the following: A signal travels to the left at a rate of one 
machine every unit of time. Every second time it moves, it sends out a 
signal to the right which travels at a rate of one machine very unit of 
time. When this signal reaches a marker, a machine in a given state, 
the marker moves one machine to the left. Every second time this marker 
has moved, it sends a similar signal to the right which causes the next 
marker to move. Each marker behaves in this manner, moving to the left 
when it receives a signal from its left, and every second time it moves, 
it sends a signal to its right for the next marker. Finally, the general acts 
as a source of these markers. Every time a signal is received, it produces 
a marker on its left. 
We now have a system in which each marker travels half as far as the 
marker in front of it, and no matter how long the line is, enough of these 
markers are produced to properly subdivide the line. 
When the original signal reaches the end of the line, the same process 
described above is repeated except hat all directions are now reversed. 
When the original signal reaches the far end of the line, the first marker 
has not yet reached the middle of the line because all the signals causing 
it to move have not been received. No new signals causing movement of 
the markers will be produced, and so the markers will ultimately stop 
at the correct positions in the line. Since the movement causing signals 
travel at the same rate as the original signal, none of these signals can 
be overtaken by the original signal from the far end of the line. Hence, 
when this signal reaches the marker, all the signals causing that marker 
to move will already have been received, and therefore, the marker will 
be in the correct position. In any interval, two separate processes are 
used to find the quarter points. The quarter point farthest from the 
middle man who initiated the subdivision of the interval is found by 
the process first described in the 3N solution. The quarter point nearest 
this middle man is found by the process just described. The length of 
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time required to find these quarter points after the middle of the interval 
has been found is equal to the number of machines between the quarter 
points and the middle point for both processes. Hence, the quarter 
points will be found simultaneously, the solution will remain syn- 
chronized, and this process will produce a minimal time solution (since 
there is an unlimited source of markers, the problem can be solved with 
a fixed number of states no matter how long the line is). 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTUAL SOLUTION 
In the solution, presented in Appendix II I , each of the states performs 
some of the functions described in the above process. The initial quiescent 
state is L, and the firing state is F. The state M acts both as the general's 
initial state and as the middle man. The state C acts both as the original 
left traveling signal and as the left traveling markers. The two states B 
and R combine to form the right traveling signals which cause the 
markers to move to the left. Both B and R travel to the right. When the 
triplet BRC occurs the marker moves one position to the left. Each 
time a marker moves its old position is replaced by the other member of 
the pair B-R from the state of the machine to the right of the old posi- 
tion of the marker. That is, if the state of a part of the line is BRCR this 
will become BCCR which will become BCBR. Likewise BRCB will be- 
come BCCB which will become BCRB. This mechanism causes the pair 
B-R to travel to the right every second time the marker moves. Since 
the process involved in the solution must proceed in both directions, 
corresponding to state C there exists a state Q, corresponding to state B 
there exists a state A, and corresponding to state R there exists a state 
L. There does not have to be a state corresponding to state M because 
it exhibits no directional properties. These seven states and the terminal 
firing state (F) represent all the states necessary for a minimal time 
solution to the Firing Squad Synchronization Problem. When a C state 
and a Q state occur in adjacent machines, either one or both machines 
become middle men. This decision is made in the following manner. As 
the leading marker moves down the line the state of the machine behind 
this marker alternates between the states R and B. When the end of the 
line is reached, if the state of the machine to the right of the end ma- 
chine is a B then the line is of odd length and only one middle point 
should be produced. If the state of this machine is R then the line is of 
even length and two middle points should be produced. If the line is of 
odd length, a state R is generated to the left of the leading marker Q. 
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This pair of states travels to the right until a C marker is encountered. 
The state of this portion of the line will be either RQCB, RQCR, or 
RQCC. Each of these configurations will produce something of the form 
YYMY, where the Y's are not M's. This mechanism of producing a 
state where it would not normally be, enables the proper choice of one 
or two middle points to be made. The configurations WQCC, WQCR, 
or WQCB, where the W's are either A, L, or Q, will produce a configura- 
tion of the form YMMY, where the Y's are not M's. 
The above mechanism of determining whether one or two middle 
points should be produced and other mechanisms in the solution (taking 
care of special cases) are required because there are so few states for 
each machine. A solution involving more states could be produced which 
used only the mechanisms described in the general minimal time solu- 
tion presented earlier. 
Normally, finite state machines are defined by the standard state 
tables, but it is easier here to define a machine by a set of rules called 
productions. These rules are of the form 
U,V,W--~Y 
with or without the commas, we interpret this rule as: 
If a machine is in state V and the machine oil its left is in state 
U and the machine on its right is in state W, then the machine's 
new state is Y. U, V, W and Y are respectively called the Left 
Man, Middle Man, Right Man, and Resultant of the produc- 
tion. 
Such a definition of a finite state machine is, of course, equivalent to a 
state table. However, this definition allows easy reference to single rules 
or classes of rules (such as all rules whose Left Man is U and whose 
Middle Man is M). I t  closely matches the appearance of our two dimen- 
sional representation of the firing squad, and it is easily represented 
inside a computer. Appendix I I  gives a state table definition for those 
who are more familiar with this representation. 
SIMULATION OF THE FIRING SQUAD 
In order to verify the validity of the solution to the Firing Squad 
Synchronization Problem, and to obtain the solution for a large number 
of different lengths, a computer program was devised to simulate the 
firing squad for any length. This program was written in the computer 
language ALGOL-20, as implemented on the G-20 computer at Carnegie 
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Institute of Technology (Fierst et al., 1965) (the main difference between 
this implementation and ALGOL 60, in reference to the simulation 
program under discussion, is that in assignment statements := is re- 
placed by ~--). The data for this program is a one dimensional array 
which represents the definition of the machines in the firing squad. The 
elements of this array are accessed as follows: each of the states repre- 
sented externally by a letter is represented internally by a digit, de- 
fined by the following table: 










To mark the two ends of the firing squad, we place a machine on each 
end which remans in state X. Thus, the left end machine of the firing 
squad always has a machine on its left in state X, and similarly, the 
right end machine of the firing squad always has a machine in state X 
on its right. Now we can define all the machines in the firing squad by 
a single set of productions. If it is desired to find the new state of a 
machine in state C which has a machine in state L on its left and a 
machine in state B on its right, the number represented by the three 
digits UVW, where 
U = The internal representation f the 
state of the machine on the left 
V = The internal representation f the 
state of the machine in the middle 
W = The internal representation f the 
state of the machine on the right 
is formed, and the value of the array dement with this subscript is the 
internal representation f the new state. Thus in the above example a 
machine in state C with machines in state L on its left and B on its right 
would go into the state represented by the 032-nd array element. Look- 
ing up this value in the array in the program we find 
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PRODUCTION [032] ~-- 5 
Hence, the new state of the machine in question is state/~ (the syntax 
of ALGOL-20 requires us to use a left arrow for the productions instead 
of a right arrow). 
Initially, all the elements of this array are set to value 9 which is in~ 
terpreted by the program as being undefined. Then the values of the 
rules necessary to define the machines are set. The program then sets up 
an array, called Present, which represents the state of each of the ma- 
chines in the firing squad. Initially, this array is set to all O's (state L) 
with the rightmost position set to 1 (state M). A counter, time, is set 
to value zero. The program then finds the new state of each machine in 
the line by the process described above, storing these new states into 
an array called New. When all machines have been processed, the array 
New is copied into the array Present, the counter, Time, is incremented 
by one, and the values of this counter and the array Present are printed. 
This process continues until the value of the counter, Time, is 2N - 2, 
where N is the length of the line. When this occurs, the line is checked 
to see if all the machines are in the firing state (state F). If they are, 
then the message "Minimal Time Solution Found for Length- - - "  with 
the blank filled in by the appropriate number, is printed. If all of the ma- 
chines are not in the firing state, the message "Error in Solution for 
Firing Squad of Length . . . .  " i s  printed. If during the process of finding 
the new states for the machines, an array element is accessed which has 
the value 9 (undefined), then processing stops and the message "Produc- 
tion - - -Not  Found" with the dashes filled in by the appropriate states, 
is printed. Thus, since no rules are defined which have the Left Man, 
Middle Man, or Right Man equal to the firing state, if any machine 
goes into the firing state too soon, an undefined rule will be encountered 
and the error found. 
This program has been run for all lengths inclusive between 2 and 100, 
and the solution has been correct on each of these runs. Appendix I I  
contains the state table definition of these machines. Appendix I I I  con- 
sists of the output of the simulation program for length 26. The program 
can be found in (Balzer, 1966). 
PROOF OF  THE SOLUTION 
By  use of the simulation program we have shown that the solution 
works  for all lengths f rom 2 through I00 inclusive. This, however, gives 
us no assurance that this solution will work  for all lengths. We,  there- 
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fore, must  present an inductive proof that our solution will, in fact, suc- 
cessfully solve the Firing Squad Synchronization P rob lem for all lengths. 
Our  method  is to use the simulation program to show that the solution 
works  for all lengths up  to and including some length which  we will refer 
to as Z. We then assume the solution works  for all lengths up  to and 
including N - 2, where  N is greater than Z, and show that it, therefore, 
works for length N. 
This proof cannot be short because very one of the over two hundred 
productions must be referred to at least once, either explicitly or implic- 
itly. Otherwise, such a production could be changed, causing the be- 
havior of the iterative array to change, without altering the proof in 
any way. 
We present a schema for this long proof (the entire proof can be found 
in (Balzer, 1966)) below: 
Let ~(Y) represent the greatest integer in Y. 
Let P = $((N -~- 1)/2). 
We have demonstrated by the simulation program that the solution 
works for all lengths less than or equal to Z. 
We assume the solution works for all lengths less than or equal to 
N - 2, where N is greater than Z, and then show that the solution 
works for length N by the steps below. 
1. We show the solution has the property that for every production 
U, V, W-+ Y 
there exists a production 
Image(W), Image(V), Image(U) --~ hnage(Y) 
where the function Image maps the set of states onto the set of states, 
and Image(Image(E)) = E, for all E. We call solutions with this prop- 
erty image solutions. This property essentially requires that all processes 
occur in both directions, and involve image states. 
2. We make the following definitions: 
(A) An element is a machine in the iterative array at a point in time. 
(B) A curve is a connected set of intervals in the two dimensional 
representation described in the problem statement. Each in- 
terval must be a portion of either a horizontal row, a vertical 
column, or two adjacent 45 degree or -45  degree diagonals. 
(C) Two curves are said to be equal if both curves have the same 
shape and orientation, and if the elements along one curve are 
equal to the corresponding elements along the other curve. 
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(D) Similarly, two curves are said to be images of each other if both 
curves have the same shape and orientation except that the 
horizontal directions are switched (the curves are mirror images 
of each other), and the elements along one curve are equal to the 
image of the corresponding elements along the other curve. 
3. Consider two concave downward curves which are equal or images 
of each other. We close these curves by adjoining to the end points of 
the curves 45 degree diagonals extending downward and toward each 
other. We then prove that all the elements within or on these dosed 
curves are respectively equM to or the image of the corresponding ele- 
ments in the other curve. 
4. We prove that at time ~ (3N/2) - I the state M will appear at the 
center of the firing squad of length N if N is odd, and if N is even the 
state M will appear at the two positions which together epresent the 
center of the line. We further prove that this machine or these machines 
remain in state M until and including time 2N - 3 (call this machine 
staying in state M from time P until time 2N - 3 boundary 1. This 
boundary is marked by l 's in Fig. 1). 
5. We prove that the leftmost machine is in state M from time N - 1 
until time 2N - 3 (call this Boundary 2. This boundary is marked by 
2's in Fig. 1. All the boundaries defined are marked by their number in 
Fig. 1). 
6. We prove that the elements along the two adjacent diagonals ex- 
tending downward to the right from the middle of the line of length N 
at time ~(3N/2) - 1 (call this Boundary 3) are equal to the correspond- 
ing elements along the two adjacent diagonals extending downward to 
the right from the leftmost position of the line of length P at the time 
P - 1 (this is Boundary 4). 
7. By 4, 5, and 6, the curve made up of Boundaries 1 and 3 is equal 
to the curve made up of Boundaries 2 and 4. Therefore, by 3, we know 
that the elements at time 2N - 3 of one curve are equal to the corre- 
sponding elements of the other curve at time 2P - -  3.  
8. But by assumption, since P < N - 2, length P has a minimal time 
solution. Hence, all elements of length P are in the firing state at time 
2P - 2. By inspection of the productions, this implies that all elements 
were in state M at time 2P -- 3. Hence all elements in the right half of 
the line of length N are in state M at time 2N - 3. 
9. Similarly, we prove that all elements along the two adjacent diag- 
onals extending downward to the left from the middle of the line of 
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corresponding elements along Boundary 4. Hence, since Image(M) = M, 
the curve made up of Boundaries 1 and 5 is the image of the curve made 
up of Boundaries 2 and 4. Therefore, all elements in the left half of the 
line of length N are in state M at time 2N - 3. 
10. By 8 and 9 above, all elements in the line of length N are in state 
M at time 2N - 3. By inspection of the productions, all elements in the 
line are, therefore, in the firing state at time 2N - 2. 
11. Therefore, by induction, the solution works for all lengths, N, 
where N > Z. We have demonstrated the solution works for all lengths 
between 2 and Z inclusive. Hence the solution works for all lengths 
greater than or equal to 2. 
OPTIMIZATION OF THE MINIMAL TIME SOLUTION 
After having found an 8-state minimal time solution one naturally 
looks for a proof that there is no minimal time solution which has fewer 
than 8 states. Such a solution could be of two forms. The first would be 
an analytic type of proof, dealing with the number of states necessary 
to perform certain functions, and showing that these functions are neces- 
sary for a minimal time solution. At the present, we see no way to con- 
struct such an analytic proof. Therefore, we chose to try the second ap- 
proach, proof by demonstration. That is, for all machines with less than 
8 states we try to demonstrate hat they do not provide a minimal time 
solution. 
To  prove  that no  min imal  t ime solution exists w i th  less than  Y states, 
we  must  examine  all mach ines  w i th  Y - i states (if no  solution exists 
w i th  Y - 1 states then  no  solution exists w i th  Y - 2 states). We can 
calculate this number  for mach ines  wi th  var ious numbers  of states as 
follows: 
Let the number of states in the desired solution be N ÷ 1. The number 
of productions needed to completely define a machine with N + 1 states 
is 
N * N * N = N ~ 3 (number of productions for the internal ma- 
chines) 
-t-1 • N • N = N i" 2 (number of productions for the left-hand ma- 
chine) 
+N * iV,  1 = iV 1" 2 (number of productions for the right-hand ma- 
chine) 
Total number of productions = iv 1" 3 -4- 2 • iV ~ 2 
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Each of these productions can have any one of N q- 1 Resultants, and 
so  
number of machines with N q- 1 states 
= number of sets of productions with N q- 1 states 
= (number of Resultants) ~" (number of productions) 
= (g + 1) T (N?3  + 2 ,N72)  
which is tabulated below for machines with 3 through 8 states. 
No.  of States No.  of Product ions Approx.  No.  of Product ions Sets 
3 16 4 * 10 ~" 7 
4 45 1 * 10 ~" 27 
5 96 1 * 10 T 67 
6 175 i * 10 ~ 136 
7 288 1 * 10 i" 244 
8 441 1 * 10 1" 400 
These numbers are much too large to allow us to examine ach ma- 
chine. We, therefore, need some rule which will generate only a very 
small part of the possible machines, and which will generate all ma- 
chines that could be a solution, that is, a rule which eliminates large 
portions of the search space without examination and which does not 
eliminate any elements which could be solutions. 
One such heuristic which gave positive results was to serially define 
the productions of the machines in the iterative array as they occurred. 
This process was built into a computer program which we call Program 
One, and which is described in Appendix I. 
This program proved that no minimal time solution exists with 4: 
states. The number of possibilities it examined in this proof was approxi- 
mately 60,000 in about 15 min (on the IBM 360 Model 40). The total 
number of possible solutions as calculated above is approximately 
1 • 10 1" 27. From these two numbers we can get an estimate of the ef- 
fectiveness of the heuristics employed. 
This program took too much time when it attempted to prove that 
no five state minimal time solution exists, and was terminated after it 
had run for three hours and had examined approximately 570,000 possi- 
bilities. Thus the program examines about 200,000 possibilities an hour 
(or about 55 possibilities a second). 
We then modified Program One so that it would search for a solution 
in a specified portion of the total solution space. We restricted ~he search 
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by restricting the Resultants of certain productions or sets of produc- 
tions by use of a language which the program accepted as data. We de- 
vised this modification for two purposes. The first was to find reasonable 
conditions for which the program could prove that no five state minimal 
time solution existed. The second purpose was to try to find a seven state 
minimal time solution. Thus, we planned to zero in on the minimal state, 
minimal time solution from both directions, increasing the conditions for 
which we knew no minimal time solution existed, and decreasing the 
number of states necessary for a solution. The weakest conditions we 
found which enabled the program to prove that no five state minimal 
time solution existed were: 
Let G = the state the general is initially set to 
1. The solution is an Image Solution 
2. G is a Resident State, that is, U, G, V --~ G for all U and V, where 
if U equals G or the end of the line, then V does not equal either G or 
the end of the line. 
3. G is the Get-Ready-To-Fire state, that is, U, G, V --~ Firing State, 
where U and V are either equal to G or the end of the line. Furthermore, 
these are the only productions whose Resultant is equal to the Firing 
State. 
4. If any machine has machines on both sides of it in the G state, 
then it goes into the G state, that is G, V, G ~ G where V is not, equal 
to G. 
These conditions were insufficient to prove no six state solution exists. 
We were unsuccessful in our attempts to find a seven state minimal 
time solution, although we believe such a solution exists, as we came 
very close to finding one (the Resultant of only one production had to 
have two different values). 
We were, however, successful in finding eight state minimal time 
solutions. This program found five such solutions. We wanted to find a 
solution which had certain properties which would make the proof 
easier. These properties included the four conditions listed above. The 
program was able to find a solution which satisfied all of our conditions, 
and this solution is the one we presented in this paper, and the one for 
which the proof was obtained. The initial eight state solution found by 
the author by hand, satisfied only condition four above. Details on the 
program, the runs, and the class of constraints permitted by the language 
may be found in (Balzer, 1966). 
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APPENDIX I. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM ONE 
Program One's basic heuristic is to serially define the productions as 
needed. I t  begins with all productions undefined. I t  then defines those 
productions required by the problem statement. I t  then initializes the 
firing squad for length two. Then it begins to find the new state of each 
man in the firing squad according to the productions which are already 
defined. If a production is encountered which has not yet been defined, 
then the Resultant of this production is defined to be equal to the firing 
state if, at this time, all machines must fire to get a minimal time solu- 
tion. Otherwise, the Resultant is defined to be equal to the highest value 
for an allowed state. This process of defining the productions as they 
are needed, continues until an error occurs. An error is defined to be 
either a machine going into the firing state before time = 2 • present 
length - 2, or a machine not going into the firing state at time = 
2 • present length - 2. When such an error occurs we find the most re- 
cently defined production whose Resultant is not equal to either the 
firing state or the lowest value for an allowed state (such a production 
is called alterable). We mark all productions which were defined after 
this production undefined. We redefine this production to be equal to its 
present Resultant - 1, and we go back to the state of the firing squad 
when this production was first defined. We now continue finding the new 
state of each man in the firing squad and defining productions as needed, 
as described above. 
We continue the above process until either we have found a minimal 
time solution for all lengths up to the largest length we wish to consider, 
or we find no productions which are alterable, in which case, we have 
tried all possibilities which could lead to a solution for the number of 
states under consideration. Hence we have proved no minimal time solu- 
tion exists for this number of states. 
We can improve the efficiency of the above process with the following 
two heuristics. First, the last alterable production may have occurred in 
such a position in relation to the error found, that altering it cannot 
remove the error. Clearly, we are wasting our time altering such produc- 
tions. We know that if no occurence of a production occurs in such a 
position that it could send a signal to the position where the error oc- 
curred before this occurrence, then the Resultant of this production is 
irrelevant in eliminating the error. We then say this production is not 
relevant to the error. Hence, we look for the last relevant alterable 
production, not merely the last alterable production. 
The second heuristic is based on the fact that the search tree has a 
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certain isomorphic property. Initially, the firing squad contains only 
the quiescent state and the general's state. Since all the other states 
have not yet occurred, they are isomorphic to each other at this point. 
Hence, with our present search technique, rather than defining the 
Resultant of the next production to be defined to be equal to the highest 
value for an allowed state, we  can define it to be equal to the min imum 
of all the isomorphic states. We have thus reduced the number  of 
branches to be examined at this node in the search tree, but have not 
eliminated any solutions which are not isomorphic to ones contained in 
the reduced tree. This process is continued until none of the states are 
isomorphic. Naturally, because there is backup in our search, at some 
later time two states may again become isomorphic. At  such times, this 
process will again be employed. 
The  program was written in basic assembly language for the IBM 360 
Model 40, but lends itself to description in ALGOL.  Such a description 
in pseudo-algol (there are no declaration of variables, and not all pro- 
cedures are defined, but  are assumed to be self-describing with their 
mnemonic names) can be found in (Baker, 1966). 
APPENDIX II .  STATE TABLE 
(Note that  it is assumed that  the ends of the line are marked by 
machines which remain in state X. This allows us to define all ma- 
chines, including the end ones, together.) 
Left input Right input A B C 
A A A 
a B C Q 
A C C q M 
A X 
A L L L 
A M B L L 
A Q A 
a X ~ Q 
B A 
B B B C 





B R B C 
Present state 
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R L 
R M C 
Q 
R R C M R 
Appendix I I I .  Output of Simulation Program for Length 26 Simulation of Firing 
Squad of Length 26 
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